
The protoplanetary disk is responsible for planet formation around the star. 
Is this possible that a disk erodes away and never builds planets? If yes, 
what can be the possible causes?

Colloquium Question



A Solar System Planet Formation Model 
Must Explain Its Properties

• Orbits + angular momentum distribution: circular vs. eccentric; is SS packed? 
• Sizes and densities of planets: density ~decreases with distance 
• Shapes and densities of small bodies: porous! esp. R < 100 km 
• Asteroid and Kuiper belts + Comets 
• Moons 
• Rings: interior to largest moons 
• Age: chondritic meteorites -> 4.568 Gyr -> formed very early; Earth+Moon rocks 

are younger. 
• Meteorites: cool grains + heated inclusions -> mixing of solids in the disk; similar 

ages -> fast accretion period 
• Isotopic composition: isotopic ratios mostly uniform, some variation from 

radioactive decay/incomplete mixing; also: where did the short-lived initial 
isotopes come from? 

• Differentiation: needs melting -> implies high T at some point in past 
• Composition of atmospheres: H abundance lower than Sun, metal 

abundances higher than Sun. 
• Surface structure: some surfaces are too cratered to explain with today’s 

impact rates



Timescale Constraints  
from inferred isotope ratios from meteorites

isotopes could have come from a: Supernova or an asymptotic giant branch star
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Planetesimal Formation
Dust grains are present in 
atmospheres of giant stars 

-> but their formation is still 
debated 

At this early stage, motion of grains 
is coupled to gas 

Fractals form, held together by van 
der Waals force (short-range force 
from interaction of dipole moments 
at surface of grains that are in 
contact) 

At ~1 mm: bouncing barrier! 
-> ongoing research 
-> magnetic fields could shift 
bouncing barrier to larger 
sizes -> magnetic aggregation 

Magnetic field on 

Magnetic field off 
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Figure 10. Formation of an elongated cluster of aggregates after applying a magnetic field of 7 mT
(from Kruss and Wurm [138]).

This mechanism can clearly shift the bouncing barrier to larger sizes, preferentially for metal (iron)
rich aggregates. Therefore, below the Curie temperature of 1040 K where iron is ferromagnetic and
decreasing with distance to the star, the preferential growth of Mercury-like (iron rich) planets might
be initiated. This is also consistent with the general trend of iron depletion with the radial distance. It
is also interesting that this mechanism is again tied to a temperature threshold of about 1000 K as also
found in the collision experiments with tempered dust and—more important—in the (preliminary)
statistics of terrestrial extrasolar planets [27]. The study of magnetic aggregation has just started, but
the first results show promising potential, especially for Mercury formation.

4. Conclusions

Laboratory experiments are a valuable tool for testing and quantifying different mechanisms that
might be important for planet formation. With a focus on Mercury, processes that act better at small
distances to the star and that distinguish between iron and silicates are of special interest. Increasing
temperatures are one aspect, and clearly, collisions depend on the temperature—its history as well as
the actual temperature during collisions. No concluding remark can be given yet, except that growth
changes. More work is needed in this field beyond the handful of experiments carried out.

For the application of photophoresis, light, or at least temperature fluctuation, is a prerequisite.
So, in a sense, this mechanism always has to fight for light. However, if any directed or fluctuating
radiation field is present, at least ranging from visible to IR, its effect is huge, and it cannot be neglected.
It has the advantage of combining two aspects: it is, in principle, stronger closer to the star and it can
separate iron from silicates, both supporting the radial metal gradient and Mercury’s iron nature.

Krus & Wurm (2018)



Planetesimal Formation
As particles grow in mass, they decouple from the gas and begin to settle toward 
midplane of disk 

Consider: gas is partially supported against stellar gravity by pressure in radial 
direction, so gas moves slower than Keplerian rate.

Smaller grains are coupled to the gas, but: 
Larger particles (mm - cm) move closer to 
Keplerian and thus feel a headwind from 
the slower gas.  

-> some angular momentum is 
removed from particle -> they drift 
inward 

Very large bodies (km-sized) have low 
surface area to mass ratio, so feel less 
headwind -> no drift





Colloquium Question

Can a large enough coronal mass ejection (that happens to hit a planet/
protoplanet) lead to a change of orbit? Would we expect the resulting 
debris disk gap to fill back in?

No (conservation of linear momentum)


